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Executive Summary
Consumers of all ages now assume that they will be able to use their smartphones, tablets,
and other devices everywhere, at all times, to get the content they want, immediately. If
they cannot, they assume something is wrong with the network. Expectations have been
rising in recent years as networks have become faster and people consume more and more
content. In fact, the expectations for wireless connectivity match those for traditional wired
telecom connections.
Nowhere is the stress on the wireless and wired networks more apparent than in a
commercial building. The pain is so acute in many instances that a completely new approach
is needed to the way the networks are built and operated in these large buildings and
campuses.
Consider that the typical large office building in the U.S. has multiple wired and wireless
networks in place (by one measure, the average building has eight separate wireless
networks) and few of these are capable of generating revenue for the building
owner/manager. Wired networks in the building are typically only used by tenants. But
wireless networks are used for guests, tenants, building operations and security, emergency
services, and building environmental controls. As more people use their smartphones and
tablets, there is increasing pressure to extend the 4G LTE mobile networks into the building
as well.
To support these demands, Edge Computing solutions are being deployed for cellular
systems (such as 4G LTE) and Wi-Fi networks that host content locally, in the building, mall,
or town center. By pushing content to the edge of the network, network performance is
improved, allowing the property owner to offer an enhanced in-building experience for
tenants. This, then, creates a marketing opportunity for positioning the building as a
technology-forward development that can positively impact new tenant sales and limit
tenant churn.
Hosting content and applications on local data centers presents an opportunity for building
owners and property managers. For example, the building owner could offer private wired
and wireless network services to each tenant in the building, providing a high degree of
security, reliability and support to the tenants and their employees. This could also be an
incentive, as part of a tenant’s lease renewal, or as an additional service that provides new
revenue for the property owner.
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To date, this approach of using local networks as a specific revenue source has not been
addressed, simply because networks were installed and operated exclusively by national
service providers. But with Edge Computing architectures, third parties, including property
owners and managers, can deploy and manage local networks. These third parties can
build and manage the in-building networks and data center, working with the building
owner, and then lease capacity back to the telco.
The challenge is that the business needs must be clearly understood before the architecture
is designed. Edge Computing solutions essentially collapse the difference between cloud
services applications and network services – the applications/services are enabled by
virtualized computing points or ‘nodes’. The ability to scale is a critical success factor for Edge
Computing solutions. When new locations require support, or content and applications are
added, more computing points can be deployed.
The telecom industry knows how to build networks and the IT industry can design and build
data centers – successful Edge Computing solutions require both skill sets. When combining
the in-building network with data analytics, content and information, the entire value chain
can be leveraged by the building owner/manager to significantly improve the in-building
connectivity experience providing a market advantage that will most likely increase
satisfaction of tenants and visitors.
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What is Edge Computing?
Edge Computing is a new concept for network architecture that simply moves computing
resources to the edge of the network. For networks, this means moving the application
processing from the core of the network (or the cloud) to a local data center in the building,
at a cell tower or similar location.
As an example, consider a tenant of a multiple dwelling unit (MDU) or apartment complex
who is downloading a movie from Amazon Video. Today, the request will be sent from the
consumer’s mobile device to the local cell tower and then to the cloud where Amazon’s
video servers reside – the movie will then be sent back to the device.
With Edge Computing, the Amazon Video content would be stored in a small data center in
the MDU – this small local data center is sometimes referred to as a ‘node’. Amazon could
cache popular video content at the edge, essentially the programming that consumers are
more likely to request. Now, instead of each movie download traversing the entire
network, the request from the MDU resident simply goes to the local data center and is
processed immediately.
This approach has some major benefits:
Improved customer experience – the movie request is processed more quickly
and is far more likely to download successfully.
Reduction in the load on the network, improving the experience for other
users.
The ability to store content locally or process applications locally.
The telecom industry is working on standards for Edge Computing: Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC), an ETSI standard that uses Edge Computing concepts, is designed
specifically for network operators. Other approaches, such as the OpenFog Consortium,
include a wider group of network providers and vendors.
The key value proposition for Edge Computing is it allows a telecom operator to provide
new services by opening up the edge of the telecom network, wireless or wired, by placing
smart computing points at the edge of the network. These nodes run virtualized software on
general purpose server hardware, all housed within a secure form factor and can emulate
parts of the core network, provide reliable storage, and/or run virtualized applications.
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When will Edge Computing be deployed?
Edge Computing solutions are being deployed today – this technology is not ‘future’ and is
not dependent on having LTE or 5G radio networks. Edge Computing is especially relevant
to support in-building and campus networks, because people in the building or campus may
need specific applications or content. In-building wireless systems are also now being
financed by third parties and then leased back to network operators – this presents business
opportunities to provide services and content on top of the networks. The building or
campus will also likely have secured data center space available to house the Edge
Computing equipment.

Micro-edge data centers
It is important to realize that not all edge data centers will be in buildings or in facilities
owned by the telecom operator. Micro-edge data centers will also be needed for placement
at the very edge of the network, perhaps supporting a few cells or network computing
points. Deployment could be at the side of the road or in the base of a street light, for
example, or inside a retail development or even a large movie theatre. The key design
criteria for micro-edge data center(s) will be flexibility.
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How is Edge Computing deployed?
Deploying Edge Computing is not as simple as building a data center or installing a new
Wi-Fi network. Since Edge Computing solutions combine processing resources with network
capabilities (likely Wi-Fi) plus virtualized architectures, specialized skills are needed. Simply
moving a data center closer to the edge of the network is not sufficient to get full benefits
or capabilities – Edge Computing optimizes processing, network and virtualization into one
architecture.
Figure 1: Physical Network Architecture showing Edge Computing Platform location
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To be successful, therefore, an Edge Computing solution must be:
Cost effective in terms of deployment and operation by:
Using off-the-shelf computer hardware – One of the keys of Edge Computing is
the use of off-the-shelf computing solutions to enable both low cost of
acquisition and operation and also cost-effective scalability.
Making use of virtualized solutions – To enable a wide range of content,
applications and services on the edge compute point, virtualization is a must.
This also results in increased flexibility, scalability and reduced operational costs.
The vendor designing and installing the edge compute point must therefore be
fully conversant with both network and application virtualization technologies
and techniques.
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Deployable by non-carrier personnel/contractors – Unlike specialized wireless
network equipment, which require highly qualified technicians to install and
configure, Edge Computing solutions will be deployed by personnel with IT and
basic networking skill sets.
Having a low environmental footprint – The large number of data centers
required also means that low power consumption and small physical footprint
will be important environmental requirements. Low power consumption
obviously also reduces operating expenses.
Reliable with low maintenance – Since Edge Computing solutions will be widely
deployed in a wide range of locations, on-site maintenance requirements must
be minimal to reduce operating costs. High reliability is also assumed.
Flexible and scalable, able to support deployment at local sites or street level or in a
large data center. And to meet future growth demands, the solution must be scalable
to support increased computing, storage and networking demands. In addition, the
solution must be:
Cloud-based – Moving content and applications to the Edge Computing point
does not mean these resources only exist at the edge. In reality, content from
the cloud will be stored at the edge as needed, while application resources may
be split between the edge and cloud to ensure a seamless experience for the
end user.
Support mixed-Radio Frequency environment – While Edge Computing has
become synonymous with wireless networks (through MEC, or Multi-access
Edge Computing), the reality is the Edge Computing architectures are
independent of the radio network used. Solutions may include both LTE and
Wi-Fi, or just one. In each case, the benefits of Edge Computing can be realized.
Secure – Unlike enterprise data centers, Edge Computing centers may be deployed in
low security environments, such as a street corner. This means that the micro-edge
data center itself must be hardened against physical, environmental and electrical
hazards. In addition, the computing and network resources must be secure from
outside and unintended intrusion.
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Able to deliver local analytics – Edge Computing architectures form the basis of a
distributed network with resources split between the edge and core as needed. To be
effective and realize the benefits of low cost, detailed analytics from the edge are
required. Simply, the entire network cannot be managed without a detailed
understanding about what is happening in each edge compute point, for each
application, piece of content, and connected user.
Able to perform – The reason to deploy an Edge Computing solution is principally to
improve the experience for the end user, in terms of increased network performance
(lower latency, for example) and with the range of applications and services available
(localized content for example). Obviously, the edge solution must accomplish this goal
– if the end result is no improvement compared to a traditional centralized core
network architecture, then the Edge Computing solution has failed.
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Typical locations
The Edge Computing data centers have to be located as close as possible to the cells or
access points they are supporting in order to realize the benefits required. The number of
cell sites for each data center will vary depending on the application. For example, an edge
data center may support 50 or 100 small LTE cells in a city center or a Wi-Fi network in a
single commercial building or campus – the architecture will vary considerably. For this
reason, flexibility is one of the critical success factors for Edge Computing.
Figure 2: Locations for Edge Computing Solutions
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Possible locations for edge data centers, therefore, include secure locations within:
A commercial building
A commercial or enterprise office campus
An apartment building or complex
A shopping mall or town center
A separate secure enclosure at the side of a street or within the base of a street light
The edge of the telecom network (such as within an existing telco central office, at the
base of a cell site tower or at a cable MSO head end)
Note that the actual ownership of the edge data center will vary according to location and
the applications supported. For example, if the edge data center is supporting applications in
a mall or shopping center, the mall owner is likely to be the owner/operator of the data center.
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How enterprises can benefit from Edge Computing
Since Edge Computing architectures are so flexible, the solution can be applied to
enterprises in many industries to support a very wide range of applications, both in
commercial buildings and in campuses. Edge Computing also enables new business models
and revenues for locations that can host an Edge Computing solution.
The following are some examples of how Edge Computing can be applied to specific
businesses, industries and locations:
Commercial real estate - Large commercial buildings can use a wide range of
applications and content, from video monitoring and security to HVAC control
and building maintenance. Edge Computing gives the building owner or
manager the opportunity to control their own environment and offer services
to their tenants. For example, Edge Computing could be used to provide video
monitoring and security applications to each tenant in the building, keeping the
data private within the building.
Residential real estate - Multiple Dwelling Units (MDUs), apartment complexes
and other residential buildings are ideal for Edge Computing. For example, the
apartment manager could provide specific applications and content to their
residents, including smart utilities and security/video monitoring.
Mall and shopping areas - Using a private network in the mall (either Wi-Fi or
LTE), the mall owner can deliver advertising, coupons, movie trailers and other
content directly to shoppers via an Edge Computing solution. In addition, the
platform could collect shopper location and movement information and provide
the resulting ‘big data’ back to the mall tenants.
Hospitality and restaurants - Hotels usually have their own wireless networks
(Wi-Fi or cellular with DAS - distributed antenna system) and obviously have
guests who have need for a range of applications and services. This could
include movies and TV programming available to mobile devices within the
building, concierge and food services, and security monitoring and applications
(imagine the ability to see video of your hotel room when you are away). All of
this, and more, can be supported by an Edge Computing solution and all can be
monetized by the hotel.
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Edge Computing platforms can support a wide range of applications and services – in
essence, Edge Computing provides application processing and content caching at the local
level. The types of applications and services that can be supported is almost limitless. Some
examples that are likely to be monetized in the near future include:
HD video – High definition video takes significant bandwidth to deliver over a
network, especially in terms of backhaul and transport from the source to the
radio network. By caching the content (movies and TV, for example) at the
edge, the transportation cost and delay is minimized, resulting in a better
experience for the end user. As video entertainment moves from HD to 4K
quality and beyond, the ability to cache at and deliver from the edge will
become critical.
Advertising – Commercial property owners and managers can deliver specific
and targeted advertising, including coupons, video and interactive, directly to
shoppers and customers on their premises.
Private networks – Wi-Fi and LTE networks can be used to provide private
network solutions to tenants, guests and visitors to a specific location, city
center or property. This could include access to private content and
applications.
Monetization of local data/big data – Using the analytics capabilities of Edge
Computing solutions allows the collection of user, visitor and/or guest data,
including location. This data could then be aggregated and provided back to
tenants, businesses or interested third parties as a value-added service. For
example, tenants in a shopping mall could buy data on who is entering the mall,
when and where they are going, how long they stay and their basic
demographics.
Virtual reality – Virtual and augmented reality applications have a wide range
of uses, from gaming to shopping and retail. But the experience suffers if the
network latency is too long or if the network bandwidth is insufficient to
support the images. By using a private local network with Edge Computing
(hosting the virtual/augmented reality applications), these problems are
addressed. For example, a hotel could offer a range of virtual reality games to
guests or a shopping mall could provide augmented directions through the mall
to a particular store.
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Conclusion
For commercial building managers and developers, it is no longer an option as to whether
they should offer in-building wireless and wired networks. Tenants demand reliable
connectivity, wherever they are in the building, on a campus or in a multiple dwelling unit.
Just as consumers expect wireless coverage morning, noon and evening, business workers
expect seamless connectivity during the day.
Expectations have been rising in recent years as networks have become faster and people
consume more and more content. In fact, the expectations for wireless connectivity match
those for traditional wired telecom connections. But managing the multiple telecom
networks inside the average commercial building is not easy, and few of the current installed
networks are capable of generating revenue for the building owner/manager.
Today, Edge Computing solutions are being deployed for cellular systems (such as 4G LTE)
and Wi-Fi networks that host content locally, in the building, mall, or town center. By pushing
content to the edge of the network, performance is improved, allowing the property owner
to offer an enhanced in-building experience for tenants. This, then, creates a marketing
opportunity for positioning the building as a technology-forward development that can
positively impact new tenant sales and limit tenant churn.
This presents an important opportunity for building and property managers. As this paper
discussed, the building owner could offer private wired and wireless network services to each
tenant in the building, providing a high degree of security, reliability and support to the
tenants and their employees. This could also be an incentive, as part of a tenant’s lease
renewal, or as an additional service that provides new revenue for the property owner.
Edge Computing architectures make this possible – networks are no longer exclusively the
domain of the large telecom operators. Now, third parties, including property owners and
managers, can deploy and manage local networks. These third parties can build and
manage the in-building networks and data center, working with the building owner, and
then lease capacity back to the telco.
But the business needs must be clearly understood before the architecture is designed. The
telecom industry knows how to build networks and the IT industry can design and build
data centers – successful Edge Computing solutions require both skill sets. When combining
the in-building network with data analytics, content and information, the entire value chain
can be leveraged by the building owner/manager to significantly improve the in-building
connectivity experience providing a market advantage that will most likely increase
satisfaction of tenants and visitors.
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